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Abstract
The flow induced when fluid is withdrawn through a line sink from a layered fluid in a
homogeneous, vertically confined porous medium is studied. A nonlinear integral equation
is derived and solved numerically. For a given sink location, the shape of the interface
can be determined for various values of the flow rate. The results are compared with
exact solutions obtained using hodograph methods in a special case. It is found that the
cusped and coning shapes of the interface can be accurately obtained for the sink situated
at different depths in the fluid and the volume of flow into the sink per unit of time.
1. Introduction
Fluid flow in porous media is an important subject in hydrology and is of vital interest
to the petroleum industry. Many fluid bodies are stratified in density. For example,
the fluid in an oil reservoir may consist of a gas layer, an oil layer and a water layer,
and underground water may consist of fresh water and salt water layers.
The productivity of the well and quality of the fluid withdrawn, that is, percentage
of oil and fresh water, depend on the method by which they are withdrawn. For
example, use of a horizontal well instead of a vertical well may lead to a change in
quality of withdrawn fluid or an increase in productivity of the well. When the fluid is
withdrawn from layers with different density, the withdrawn fluid will come from the
layer adjacent to the point of removal until some critical value in flow rate is reached.
At subcritical flow rates, the interface rises smoothly to an arch shape. At the critical
flow rate, the interface is drawn upwards into a cusp shape (see Figure 5). Above
the critical rate, the fluid from the other layer will break through into the sink. That
will influence the quality of the oil or fresh water. Therefore, in these cases, it is of
significance to understand the behaviour of the flow induced when fluid is withdrawn.
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The early work of determining the maximum oil flow into a well in the presence
of a water cone was done by Meyer and Garder [9]. Their theoretical maximum was
obtained as a function of the depth of the well below the top of the oil layer and the
thickness of the oil zone at the drainage radius. Their results were used only to give an
approximate, rather than an exact picture of the mechanics of a producing reservoir.
The calculation of the flow in such cases is complicated because the location of
the interface is unknown. Early attempts to calculate critical flows encountered this
problem. Muskat and Wyckoff [10] assumed horizontal radial flows and neglected
the presence of the cone. This approximation influenced the calculated critical rates.
In McCarthy's work [7] , the same problem was studied using a hodograph method
to obtain analytical solutions in some special cases which were compared with the
numerical solutions with a cusp obtained by a series method. Dikken [2] and Giger
[3] studied this problem analytically. Giger approximated the shape of the water crest
by a branch of the Dupuit parabola. This model was used to describe the water crest
and its deformation at any flow up to the critical flow rate. In the study of Lucas et al.
[6], a boundary-integral formulation was used to predict the steady interface shape in
an unconfined porous medium and the well suction pressure was approximated by a
point sink. They found that there exists a critical rate in the process.
There is a strong analogy between this work and that of studying withdrawal from
water bodies with a free surface. Some other papers have considered a series of two-
dimensional free surface flow problems, having in common a submerged source or
sink beneath a free surface, for example [1], [4], [5], [11] and [12]. Their studies have
shown that steady flow having a cusped free surface which is horizontal at infinity
occurs at a unique Froude number in a fluid of infinite depth, or over a range of Froude
numbers for a fluid of finite depth.
In this study, an oil reservoir consisting of an oil layer confined above by an
impermeable boundary and below by a water layer is investigated (see Figure 1).
The interface shape of flows up to and including the critical flow, and for different
locations of the well are examined. A horizontal well is represented by an infinite
line sink (S), and thus end effects are neglected. This formulation of the problem has
an inconsistency. Conservation of mass demands that there be a uniform horizontal
flow at large distances from the sink, yet the pressure condition on the interface, given
this uniform flow, would lead to an interface which approaches negative infinity as
x -*• oo. In the earliest work of Muskat and Wyckoff [10] and Meyer and Garder [9],
they limited the drainage radius. McCarthy [8] attempted to resolve this problem by
assuming a constant potential boundary across the flow field at some distance from
the sink in the lateral edge drive model. This method leads to a discontinuity in the
shape of the interface.
In this paper, we attempt to resolve this problem by assuming that the flowing layer
is confined below by an impermeable boundary, along which it is no longer necessary
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to satisfy the pressure condition. This technique may be considered to be equivalent
in some ways to the method of McCarthy [8], but we believe it to be a more consistent
approach. By allowing the inner edge of this lower boundary to move outward, the
effect of this approximation can be gauged. This could also be considered as a problem
in which a layer of oil trapped between two impermeable rock strata is exposed to a
small aquifer near the well site.
Therefore, at the ends of the interface, a solid boundary (LI) is added to ensure the
oil withdrawn remains vertically confined. A horizontal impermeable plane (BJ) is
used to represent the solid boundary. The physical plane is shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. The physical plane of the confined oil reservoir.
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The hodograph method is used to obtain analytical solutions for the critical flow
in the special case in which the sink is on the top impermeable plane. A nonlinear
integral equation is derived and solved numerically for subcritical and critical cases
with various sink locations.
2. Problem formulation and solution
The steady, irrotational flow of an inviscid, incompressible fluid in a homogeneous,
isotropic porous medium in two dimensions is to be investigated.
Using complex variables, let the physical plane be the z plane, where z = x + iy,
and the origin is directly beneath the sink and at the level of the lower solid boundary.
Darcy's equation for the two dimensional steady flow through porous media is
q = -Vtf>,
where
p/y), (2.1)
and q is the specific discharge vector, <p is the velocity potential function, p is the
pressure at a point, y is the elevation above the origin, k is the hydraulic conductivity
and y is the specific gravity of the fluid. The velocity components u and v are related
to <p by
" = - — , U = - T - - (2.2)
dx dy
Assuming an incompressible fluid, and that Darcy's law is valid, leads to a problem
in which Laplace's equation,
VV = 0 (2.3)
must be solved subject to conditions on the known and unknown boundaries.
Within the flow domain, there is no flow across the solid boundaries and interface,
a condition which can be described by
q • n = 0,
where n is in the direction of the normal. The lower fluid is stationary, and the entire
stationary fluid region is assumed to be at a constant potential. Thus, the free surface
condition along a stationary abrupt interface between a moving fluid (oil, yo) and a
stationary fluid (water, yw) in an isotropic medium can be derived to be
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on the free surface, where K = k(yo — yw)/yo- Using u, v of (2.2) and substituting
into (2.4) we have
u
2
 + v2 - Kv = 0, (2.5)
on the free surface. The velocities at point C and point L (see Figure 1) are zero in the
subcritical case. However, in the critical case, the velocity components at point C are
u = 0 and v = K, and the velocity at point L is zero. Because of mass conversation,
the flow rate must be uniform as x —> ±oo.
2.1. Analytical solution A special case in which the sink is on the upper imper-
meable plane of a confined oil zone (see Figure 1), is studied in an attempt to obtain
an analytic solution. In the physical plane, the sink (S) on the boundary (BJ) is
considered. Due to the fact that the location of the interface is unknown, it is very
difficult to obtain an exact solution. Fortunately, in this case the hodograph method
can be employed to attack the problem. The procedure is similar to that of Yih [13].
From (2.5), we find the free surface is a circular arc in the hodograph plane. The
transformations to the hodograph plane can be obtained because all of the boundaries
are straight.
Let w = <j>(x, y) + i\//(x, y) be the complex potential. Figure 2 shows the mapped
planes used in this solution. Let / = idz/dco; the free surface has been transformed
into a straight line in the t plane in Figure 2(b). With the transformation of Schwarz
and Christoffel
t = —- cosh"1 f (2.6)
and
w = — In * ~ *A , (2.7)
n f — 1
the t plane is mapped to the £ plane in Figure 2(c). The constant £A is determined
from u = Qlh at point / , so that tA = (h/Q)i, and %A = cosh(hKn/Q). Hence z
can be expressed in terms of £. In fact,
Q _, / 1 1 \dz = —itdw = —-—(cosh f) di;. (2.8)
The shape of the interface is determined from (2.8) for —oo < £ < - 1 on the real
axis. Now £ is negative between C and L. Hence the imaginary part of cosh"1 f is
ni, and integration of the imaginary part of (2.8) yields
Q , KA-K
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FIGURE 2. Mapped planes used in the analytic method, (a) w plane (b) t plane (c) f plane.
Letting s = cosh"1 (£) — in for 0 < s < oo, and substituting 5 into (2.8), we obtain
x 1 f°° / 1 1 \
x* = - = — — _ _ Usinh*<fr (2.9)
« cn
z
 Js \coshs-j-£,4 cosh5 + l /
* = Z
 = J_
h en cosh 5 (2.10)
where c = hK/Q. Some examples can be seen in Figure 4. In the following analysis,
the dimensionless description y* = y/h, x* = x/h, h* = hjh, h* = hc/h and
Ah* = A/1//1 is used. The shapes of the interface for various c can be determined
from (2.9) and (2.10), and we have
cn
(2.11)
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Thus we have the important relationship
cAh* = c - - In (cosh —) . (2.12)
n \ 2 /
This represents the relationship between the cusp point height and the location of the
sink for various values of c. From (2.11), it is interesting to note that the height from
the bottom boundary to the cusp point C is nearly equal to h for very small flow rates,
and for very large flow rates, hc approaches zero.
2.2. Numerical method As mentioned in the last section, very few analytical solu-
tions for free surface flows in porous media can be determined because neither <p nor
y is known on the free surface. For instance, when the sink is moved away from
the upper horizontal plane, we can no longer use the hodograph method to obtain an
analytic solution. Parallel to the procedure of Hocking [4], an integral equation for
this problem is to be derived and solved numerically.
The transformation
e
w
"
/Q
=S (2.13)
maps the strip in Figure 3(a) to the lower half of the £ plane in Figure 3(b). Let
Sl(£) = 5(£) + / T ( £ ) , where <5(f) is the angle between any streamline and the
horizontal. The function Q(K) is defined in relation to the complex conjugate of
velocity by
w'(z(S)) = -—e-ia(i\ (2.14)
where 2g is the volume of flow into the sink per unit of time. The magnitude of
velocity at any point is given by |u/(z)| = (Q/h)ex^\ The conditions that 8 —> 0
as £ —>• 1 and £—>•£/ in the subcritical cases, and that 8 —> n/2 as £ —>• 1 and
8 —> 0 as £ —>• £7 in the critical case, are required. The interface (LC) corresponds to
1 < £ < £ / , and the solid boundaries of the domain correspond to —oo < £ < %b and
£7 < £ < oo. Conservation of mass requires that r —> 0 as £ —> oo.
In order to satisfy the condition that there be no flow normal to the solid boundaries,
we choose:
0 if - oo < £ < &,
-n/2 if & < £ < 0
n/2 if 0 < £ < 1
5(0 if 1 < t, < Si
0 if £; < £ < oo.
The function Q(S) has weak logarithmic singularities at t, = Kb and £ = 0, and these
can be ignored. Hence, for Im(£) < 0, we have,
1
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FIGURE 3. Mapped planes used in the numerical method, (a) w plane (b) £ plane.
and
(2.15)
(2.16)
where the integrals are of Cauchy principal value form. Substituting the known values
of &(£) into (2.15) for r(£) gives
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From (2.14), we have
u = -jeT(()cos8tt),
v= —er ( < ) sin <$(£),h
and on substituting into the free surface condition (2.5), we obtain
^ (2.18)
on 1 < £ < £/. Combining (2.17) and (2.18) on the interface gives a nonlinear integral
equation
' Q
on 1 < £ < £ ; . The values of 8 on the interface are calculated from (2.19), and hence,
r can be obtained from (2.17). Using 8, x and integrating dz/dt; to obtain the shape
of the interface, the values of x and y can be written as
Since the free surface condition is known, the dimensionless location of points on the
interface can be written as
x"(C) =
/ « ) = — l n | , (2.20)
where c = hK/Q. The height of the cusped point C can be obtained from (2.20),
being h* = (en)'1 In Z;,.
The nonlinear integral equation described by (2.19) has no closed form solution,
but can be solved by computing at a set of discrete points and solving for 8(1;) using
Newton's iteration method. Because the interface near the cusp point has the greatest
change in y, the points are crowded near that region. Letting £ = cos~2(0/2), for
0 < 6 < 9i, and choosing points at N + 1 equally spaced values of 9, then
o < £ = e0 < #i < 6>2 • • • < eN = e, - e < e.
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with point spacing A9 = (0N — 2e)/N, where e is some small quantity. The integral
equation (2.19) is evaluated at the mesh points fy, for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N, with the
equation rewritten with
- / -dh = - / + -^-ln-
This removes the singularities in the Cauchy principal value integral and allows
standard integration techniques to be used. Since <5(£) —*• 0 as £ —>• 1 and £ -> £/
in the subcritical case, the second term on the right hand side tends to zero as f -> 1
and £—»•£/. Therefore the error associated with neglecting the end portions of the
integral from £; to oo is negligible.
In the critical case, a cusped shape is formed. Therefore, the boundary condition
at £ = 1 gives 5 = 7r/2, but since this is the critical flow, the value of c is unknown,
leaving N + 1 equations for the N + 1 unknown Sj, j = 1,2,..., N and c. Writing
and substituting it into the integral term of (2.19), we have
i
This substitution removes the singular behaviour as £ —> l , f —• /^ and the procedure
of solving (2.19) for 8b is the same as for the subcritical case. Choosing £; to have a
particular value is effectively the same as choosing x*, the nondimensional horizontal
distance of the lower boundary away from the sink. For each value of x* and sink
location h*, we expect a different critical value of c.
This closed nonlinear system can be solved numerically using Newtonian iteration
and converges to an error of less than 10~8 at the grid points usually in fewer than
six iterations. In this study, the system was calculated with N = 100 for 6t < 0.997T.
N = 200 was chosen for 0t > 0.997T to improve the accuracy of the numerical
solution.
3. Results and conclusion
The shape of the free surface with c = 1.503 obtained by the analytic and the
numerical method are given in Figure 4, and it shows the numerical solution is in
good agreement with the exact solution.
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FIGURE 4. The shape of the free surface calculated using the numerical method compared with
the analytic solution for the case of the sink on the upper boundary with the flow rate c = 1.504 and
c = 2.073.
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FIGURE 5. Variation of the interface shape as the flow rate is increased for the case in which the sink
is on the upper boundary and the bottom boundary is fixed.
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FIGURE 6. The shape of the interface calculated using the numerical method for the case of the sink
on the upper boundary and a fixed flow rate c = 1.628.
Figure 5 illustrates the effect on the shape of the interface of increasing the flow
rate, where the sink location and the bottom boundary are fixed. It is found that the
interface is drawn up with the increase of the flow rate until the critical rate is reached
when cusping occurs. Figure 6 shows the effect on the interface shapes of moving
the bottom boundary, where the sink position and flow rate are fixed, that is, how the
shape changes as x* increases. It shows the interface shape changes from an arch
shape to a cusp shape when the bottom boundary moves horizontally away from the
sink.
The most important aspect of this work, however, is the behaviour of the critical
flow. In the case of the sink on the impermeable plane, the comparison of x*/c
calculated from the analytic solution with the values obtained by McCarthy [8], Giger
[3] and Dikken [2] for changing values of c is shown in Figure 7. In this comparison,
x* in the papers of [8], [3] and [2], that is, the horizontal distance from the sink to the
constant potential boundary, is used as x*. Values of cAh* obtained from the analytic
solution are also shown. All values are at the critical flow rate. The analytic solution
gives x*/c = 0.5 for all c. The curve of cAh* increases rapidly for small c (c < 1.5)
and then is almost horizontal at cAh* ~ 0.441 for large c.
The location of the sink plays an important role in the shaping of the interface.
Figure 8 gives views of the cusp shapes of the interface for different locations of
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FIGURE 7. The comparison ofxf/c calculated from the analytic solution with the values obtained by
McCarthy [8], Giger [3] and Dikken [2], for changing values of c. Values of cAh* obtained from the
analytic solution are also shown. All values are at the critical flow rate.
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FIGURE 8. The shapes of the free surface for the case of the sink in various locations with the same
flow rate c = 1.622.
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FIGURE 9. The relationship between the shape of the free surface and the location of the sink at critical
flow rate.
the sink at a constant flow rate. The changes in x* as h*s changes can be seen. The
effects of the sink position on the interface are shown in Figure 9. It is found that
x*/c decreases with increasing values of h* and cAh* declines, but converges to a
constant. This clearly shows that for a fixed value of x*, the maximum flow rate
without drawing water into the sink occurs when the sink is on the upper boundary,
that is, h* = 0.
A nonlinear integral equation has been developed to compute the shape of an
interface between oil and water in an oil reservoir under the influence of a withdrawal
flow volume per unit of time, and for different locations of the well. This model can
be used for both critical and subcritical cases. An impermeable lower boundary is
used to eliminate the problem of inconsistency of the boundary conditions.
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